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3 On the terminology of polytomies

4 Greek has long ago lost its status as a scientific lan-

5 guage, and modern natural science barely ever requires

6 anybody to know more Greek than the letters of the

7 alphabet. However, history has left its traces in many

8 technical terms, and even in young fields of research

9 Greek vocabulary is used not only in traditional but also

10 in relatively newly crafted terms. Phylogenetics (uvk�gg
11 [phyle]; c�eemeri1 [genesis]) is no exception, nor is cladis-
12 tics (jk�aado1 [klados]) with all that goes with it (syna-

13 pomorphies, plesiomorphies, mono- and polyphyly,

14 etc.). One set of terms that is particularly ubiquitous

15 refers to the number of distal branches connected to a

16 node in a tree or cladogram: in dichotomies the basal

17 branch divides into two and in trichotomies into three

18 branches. But what is the appropriate term for higher-

19 degree polytomies? These are often referred to simply by
20 the term ‘‘polytomy’’ and not by explicit names, but a

21 review of recent publications reveals a plethora of terms,

22 including ‘‘four-tomy’’ (Wiley and Mayden, 2000a),

23 ‘‘four-otomy’’ (Mishler and Theriot, 2000), ‘‘quadchot-

24 omy’’ (Wiley and Mayden, 2000b), ‘‘tetratomy’’ (Grafen

25 and Ridley, 1996; Holder, 2000), and ‘‘tetrachotomy’’

26 (Ramirez, 1999; Soltis et al., 2000). I will not argue that

27 any of these terms is wrong or bad nor that the creation
28 of new terms necessarily has to follow any logic, but

29 given the derivation of the terms dichotomy and tri-

30 chotomy from Greek, it seems reasonable to suggest a

31 unified terminology following the same pattern as in the

32 terms already in use. By using particles such as ‘‘quad-

33 cho-’’ and ‘‘-tomy,’’ the authors cited above reveal a

34 widespread but sometimes misguided attempt to follow

35 an existing pattern.
36 Dichotomy is easily derived from divosole~iim [di-

37 chotomein] (verb to cut into two halves). This verb is

38 composed of d�iiva [dicha] (adverb in two, apart) and

39 s�eelmeim [temnein] (verb to cut), which is related to sol�gg
40 [tome] (noun cutting). Trichotomy is constructed exactly

41 the same way, in this case using the adverb sq�iiva [tricha]

42 (in three parts, threefold). The equivalent Greek adverb

43 for the number four is s�eesqava [tetracha] (divided into

44 four parts, fourfold), and the resulting term following

45 this pattern is tetrachotomy. The same applies for higher

46 polytomies: p�eemsava, �eenava, and �eepsava [pentacha,

47hexacha, and heptacha] result in pentachotomy (five),

48hexachotomy (six), and heptachotomy (seven). The

49pattern is misapplied in multichotomy (e.g., Kuhlman,

502001), an unnecessary homonym of polytomy. What is

51all this good for? Would not ‘‘four-tomy’’ be good en-

52ough and we could return to more relevant questions?

53Sure, but using the same language may help.

54I thank an anonymous referee for valuable sugges-
55tions.
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